
General terms of rental of the car 
 
1. Subletting the car for the customer is a company Mazury Air Travel Ltd. with the registred office in Szczytno 
(12-100) in Bohaterow Wrzesnia 1939 r. 7 street. 
  
2. The car is handed over to the customer to use only in the territory of Poland. 
  
3. The car insurance incriminates the Lessor. 
  
4. The Lessor covers the cost of periodic guarantee inspections and repairs of the use of the vehicle. 
  
5. The customer (THE RENTER) is obliged to: 
      5.1. Cover all costs connected with using the car, in particular of costs of fuel, small repairs not resulting   
              from normal using the thing and costs not covered by the insurer. 
      5.2. Immediate notify the owner about car damages and place it for the repair at the request of the Owner. 
      5.3. Protect the car against theft and leave (park) in places into the way not violating traffic rules. 
      5.4. Financial accountability of the Renter in case of any damage in the subject of this agreement in  
             particular in case of resultant and parking damage confines himself to compulasory own shares of tha  
             amount 1000 zl., however in case of the damage 2000 zl., irrespective of covering the damage or its part  
             by an an insurance company or other person. 
  
6. The customer cannot lend or sublet the car to third parties and bears the full liability for the damage caused  
      by these persons. 
  
7. The customer is obliged immediately to notify the Lessor of the accident in which the car participated, theft  
     and other similar events and to accommodate oneslf to orders issued by the Lessor. 
  
8. Disposable payment for the rent of the car which is calculated based on the established period of the use by  
    the Customer will take place in advance for the entire period of the rent. 
  
9. The Renter commits himself to pay for the Lessor before renting the car a deposit in the amount 300 zl. 
  
10. Possible matters in dispute will be adjudicated amicably and in case of the lack of the agreement by the  
       court competent for the registered office of the Lessor. 
  
11. A ban on smoking is applicable in cars. 
  
12. The car is returned to the Lessor clean and fueled. 
  
13. For earlier giving back the car, the Renter is not entitled to a repayment of the payment if the rent is  
      shorter 14 days. 
  
14. Cost of one-time placing and the receipt of the car to the hotel it is amount (70 zl) charged in advance from  
      the Customer. 
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